
 

 

Dear gathered guests, 
 
Ladies and Gentleman,  
 
It is a great honor to welcome you here tonight on behalf of the National Bar Council at the opening 
evening of the UIA International Mediation Forum. We are immensely grateful for the opportunity to 
organize this event - we consider this a symbol of trust and valued recognition of the active 
participation of Polish mediators. Once again, it is a great honor and commitment. 
 
This congress gathers mediators, including the CEO’s of mediation centers from all over the world 
- not only Europe is represented here tonight, but also Japan, Brazil, Australia and the USA.  
 
We consider mediation to be one of the most important and essential methods of dispute 
resolution. Based on consensus, it presents one with the unique opportunity to resolve social 
conflict amicably, without the need to engage courts of law or any other public organs of the justice 
system. This way it is possible not only to end a given conflict faster, but also to create a chance 
for the parties to reach a negotiated agreement; thus satisfying everyone involved - a thing which 
would not be deemed possible in any of the other forms of dispute resolution.  
 
The growth and development of mediation is a vital factor in ensuring that dispute resolution is 
more efficient and flexible. Therefore it is a wonderful initiative, one that certainly meets the ever-
changing requirements and needs of the modern society. Given the downturn and growing lack of 
trust towards the public justice system - a trend which can be observed in Europe, but as I assume 
also all around the globe - mediation today is of utmost importance and it is our role to ensure and 
empower its future success.  
 
This congress is a possibility for us to meet and discuss, exchange ideas and knowledge. We can 
learn from each other, gather information stemming from different legal systems and present new 
conceptions. Here, we can inspire each other to strive for excellence in providing legal help. During 
this congress, apart from lectures and speeches, we will also host workshop groups; thus making it 
possible for the participants to practice their skills and gain insight into various techniques of 
mediation.  
 
It is a great pleasure for me to announce that Polish mediators associated with the bar are not only 
successfully using their mediating skills in practice - which is currently reflected in the growing 
popularity of the ADRs, but are also internationally recognized. I strongly believe that this congress 
will provide us with a chance to improve our legal provisions in the above mentioned field. I hope it 
will also prove intellectually fruitful and abundant with propositions and new solutions for the future.  
 
I would hereby like to thank you all for coming here tonight. I want to wish you a very successful 
and challenging debate and a pleasant evening in the Bar Club in Cracow. 
  


